
DOL Rules Are Here:

The final fiduciary rules from the Department of Labor were enacted on
June 9th. Whether you like the rules or not, the rules are now in effect.
The consequences of not understanding or the failure to adopt the DOL
rules into your practice can be catastrophic.  Our marketing partners at
LifeMark have prepared an informative summary that provides details
on how the DOL rules will impact various financial transaction
scenarios.  Please click here for full details. 

Life Insurance as an Estate Distributor:
 
There are three beneficial uses for life insurance in business estate
planning: 

Create an asset for your children, who are not active in your
business
Fund a buy-sell agreement to equalize distributions
Fund a stock redemption to equalize distributions

Failing to identify and protect ownership percentages can be detrimental
to a business. However, in the family business planning process, it is
important to include non-active family members in the analysis.
While life insurance is an inexpensive financial tool, which can be
used to create the necessary funds to meet the financial obligations as
outlined in a buy-sell agreement, life insurance can also be used to
provide an equal value or equivalent death benefit to a non-participating
family member. If an unexpected death should occur, active family
members receive an orderly transfer of ownership and non-active family
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members receive an equal value death benefit. Click here>> to learn
more about the Estate Equalization.

While there are many informative marketing pieces available for client use
provided by insurance companies, advisors are often looking for a generic
marketing piece that can be co-branded with their firm's information.  With
our LifeMark resources, we can customize a number of different
generic sales marketing pieces for your firm. Contact a member of the
Dixon Wells team to learn about the co-branding program.  Click here to
see an example.  

Lifemark Partner Intelligent Spreadsheets:

Dixon Wells is a member of Lifemark Partners.  One of the many
benefits of our membership is the access to Intelligent Spreadsheets. 
Rather than quoting a client on price alone, Intelligent Spreadsheets can
provide competitive advantages of each carrier based on a variety of
factors such as family history, MVR, tobacco use, etc. Additionally,
there are case design Intelligent Spreadsheets for term conversions,
1035 with loan carryover, rolling targets, LTC riders and more.  This
information is available on our website for our active Dixon Wells
advisors.  To access this invaluable resource, you will need to contact
your local Dixon Wells office for a password.  

STAY CONNECTED:
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